White cell depletion of red cell and pooled random-donor platelet concentrates by filtration and residual lymphocyte subset analysis.
This study comparing the relative white cell (WBC)-depleting efficiency of single and double filtration used two filters and new, sensitive, and reliable methods for performing WBC counts on WBC-depleted blood products. A single filtration of red cell (RBC) concentrates with a cotton-wool filter reduced WBC content by 98.64 percent, but the range of residual WBCs was wide, and many filtered units still contained more than the theoretical immunizing dose of 5 to 10 x 10(6) WBCs. A second filtration, however, always produced RBC units that had less than 5 x 10(6) WBCs. Although the degree of WBC depletion observed after a single filtration of a 6-unit pool of random-donor platelet concentrates was greater with a polyester filter than with the cotton-wool filter (98.92 vs. 98.14% reduction, respectively, when mean prefiltration WBC count was less than 600 x 10(6], in both cases, 25 percent of filtered products still contained greater than 5 x 10(6) WBCs; a second filtration (with the cotton-wool filter), however, produced units that were always below the immunizing dose. All double-filtered platelet concentrates had less than 10(6), and one-half had less than 10(4) residual WBCs. Platelet loss was similar with both filters (+/- 16% loss with one filtration). The effectiveness of the filters in producing products that were WBC-depleted below the immunizing dose was dependent on the prefiltration WBC content (but not on the age of the units), and it may be worthwhile to employ methods to ensure that total prefiltration WBC count of the product is less than 400 x 10(6).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)